
FR/PR Committee – Submitted by Christy Hewitt 
Present: Dana Jelinek, Courtney Berg, Leanne Doose, Kristin Johnson, Brook Sautter, Kathy 
Woitaszewski and Bruce Eberle, Christy Hewitt, Megan Cure 
Excused : Mitch Maire, Ryan Heavican, Jimmy Reed 
Absent: 
 
Go Big Give is May 2nd this year. Cactus Jacks will be here on April 30th from 11:00-1:00p.m. They will 
give us a percentage of their profits this year. Union Bank has approached Megan about volunteering on 
a Saturday and they may do that on April 30th. We talked about having someone out in the lot with 
clipboards or iPads. Faith Relations will bring desserts for the event. We will also give out the donating 
calendar to churches for the month of April. It was discussed at the faith leaders meeting. Kathy 
suggested we put some faith related ideas on it. Megan said it might be a good idea to put it on Facebook 
and Kristin has already planned to do that. 
2. Faith Build Fundraising - we have to raise half the cost of the build through faith-based efforts. Some 
churches were interested in giving trees with pledges hanging. Some are interested in getting an 
envelope wall. Third City and E-free may have stickers that they give out to people who donate when they 
buy coffee. Bruce suggested looking into “rounding up” for Habitat. Dana thought small church groups 
could have a project for specific items - such as buying a window or a door. There is a Faith Lunch at 
Riverside on April 7th where Habitat will be given the opportunity to speak and present our case. Megan 
has several usb flash drives with our habitat video to use at churches. 
3. GIPS Jeans Day on March 25th. Julie is making up the packets. We talked about adding an incentive 
of some type to encourage teachers to give...possibly wearing tennis shoes, or giving a box. 
4. Dana talked about a challenge grant - we may be able to use a land purchase to qualify if we can count 
it as a gift in kind. She suggested maybe going back to revisit people who said they would give and did 
not to help us get to the amount needed for matching - they may be willing to help us get to the goal if 
they realize. We have to come up with about $90,000 to get the $40,000 grant. In addition, they would like 
to give $20,000 a year if we can make $20,000.  
5. Kristin talked about the auction software/services available through QTEGO. A couple other non-profits 
in GI have used it for their big fundraisers. Megan, Dana, and Kristin went through a demo auction and 
said it had several fun features. They also thought it did a good job of encouraging the competitive spirit 
among guests. We could sell raffle tickets through QTEGO. Guests would use their phones to donate and 
to make bids. They also staff the event for those who would not use phones. The cost would be $4,500 
for both Mr. Habitat and BAD events. We would have access to their software throughout the year without 
an extra fee. Bruce suggested a possible use as posting Restore materials to auction off. We decided to 
ask the finance committee for the $4,500 to use QTEGO starting with Mr. Habitat in September. 
  
 


